
 

A ROAD CLOSE TO HOME 

 

Tick-tock, tick-tock, tic-BZzz...Smack! Gene ends the noise that silenced a 

dream, a half-faded dream, a turning dream turned toward three glowing fingers 

scratching their way into focus. Eyes bend as daybreak squeezes through cracks 

in the curtains making surfaces real again. Gradually, the fingers resolve into 

hands that resolve their true meaning: 07:08 AM. Still plenty of time.  

 

Gene lies in bed a bit longer trying to recall his dream, now over-exposed and 

faded, no longer shaded by night’s deep blanket. But the drone of the clock, the 

tick upon tock, mutes every effort. Its sound rises and falls to a steady beat, 

disturbing and comforting. Other thoughts and images fade from Gene as the 

ticking escalates and ultimately takes over. He lets go and is drawn in. Inside, 

he searches for a discordant beat— a pause or acceleration, an unnoticed stop 

between seconds never touched by past or future, unknown to memory or 

expectation. Nothing. Just one beat— hypnotic, steady, painfully unbroken. 

  

Gene gets up, pisses, showers then shaves. He reads a note he wrote on a post-

it stuck to his bathroom mirror some months ago: Get busy dying or get busy 

living!  He stares at the sticky and wonders how long before the magic glue will 

fail. Everything has a time and sticky’s can’t stick forever. Even the mirror feels 

the pull of gravity, and images reflected eventually distort. Gene inspects his own 

image. Is it gravity or the mirror that made his face long, his skin fall from 

tightness? Can he even trust his tired bent eyes? Moments ago (or was it hours?) 

his sense of time collapsed. What of his other senses? And wha...what time is it 

he worries? The clock looks back from the mirror. Mockingly, the hands turn 

backward. If only, Gene thinks. But the brain ignores what the eyes implore and 

realigns things all too clearly. It’s getting late. The sticky hangs on. 

 

Gene dresses, reads, eats then leaves. The weather is mild. Traffic is humid. So 



he finds a back road, one he remembers from some time ago. A country road 

whose name he never knew nor cares to know. An unpopular road chasing a 

stream his father and he fished, in secret spots only they knew about. A damn 

fine road Gene thinks out loud, far from the grind of stop-and-go and numbing 

straight lines.  

 

Gene grew to hate straight lines. Didn’t use too. Things made more sense going 

A to B, B to C. Probably why he did so well at math in high school. Straight onto 

college, Gene studied accounting. His father told him, and anyone else within 

earshot, “Hard work is over-rated, and mostly by dumb folks like me.” 

Somewhere along the line, Gene believed him. After college, he found a good job 

at a large insurance company where he met his wife, Margie. Church wedding 

and a 401K. Practical car. Big home on the hill. The kids arrived soon after, 

Jeremy and Beth Anne, themselves now busy parents. But there was a time 

before all of that. A time when thoughts and feet could wander, and dreams could 

barely stand still. A time when pockets were empty but the heart and lungs were 

always full. Was a time when Gene would go for long Sunday drives, Margie 

cuddled-up beneath the luckier arm while the jealous arm held the road— a 

different road each week, nameless, less taken. 

 

An untamed road twisting in wonderful ways. Curves and crests open and close, 

sky peeks in and out like a playful toddler, hills and towns rise and fall, they 

sway and they swerve. And yet a gentle road hugging forests and farms, the 

occasional farmer that waves, more cows that don’t. A quiet road perfectly 

lacking in signs— some which lead to nowhere, some everywhere. A road like no 

other, a drifting stage, an unending smile.  

 

Gene decides to drive this road more often. On weekdays. He’ll just get up earlier. 

It’s worth it he assures himself. 

 

Gene remembers being sure of everything, when he had forever to start 



something, when forever was just a year and some change. His first job was 

building homes as an apprentice carpenter. Hard work. Proud work. The 

sweetest sound was cracking open an ice-cold beer at the end of a long day, often 

with a good friend. Most of his friends are dead now except Martin who forgets 

his own name and has limited visiting hours. Gene still goes, sometimes as 

George, or Jenny, or Whats-his-name. He spells out his full name just in case. 

Might be Martin’s blessing, he chuckles to himself, and smiles recalling good 

times with an old friend. 

 

Block numbers glare at Gene from the dashboard: 08:40...just twenty minutes. 

Barely enough time.  

 

Gene’s boss hates tardiness as much as sick days. Brad (Mr. Thompson to most 

but uncomfortable hearing “Mister” from a much older man) can’t fire him for 

the ambulance ride that conflicted with normal business hours. Nor can he fire 

him for his age according to one workmate quoting ‘equal opportunity 

employment rights’. But if Gene arrives one minute past 9:00 AM, he may as well 

stay home. Gene can think of other things than bagging groceries to the liking of 

Brad, better things…like bagging Brad. Mostly, the work aches his joints. Guess 

Dad was right. But like most, Gene does what he has to, though gradually it’s 

been harder to find and keep work. Been harder to keep a lot of things. 

 

 Gene checks his rearview mirror— no cops, no traffic. He hesitates, but only for 

a moment (or was it years?). No matter, the road was chosen and there’s no going 

back. Time to get busy. Gene’s foot stabs the gas pedal. His hands tighten around 

the wheel as it fights to be free. The engine howls toward redline. Shifting, the 

gas pedal hits the floor as the seat grabs him and shakes him hard. His eyes 

bulge, his face tightens, his heart drums inside its chest threatening to explode 

at the next turn. For a second, he thinks it might. A curve changes his mind. 

Then another, even tighter. Blood rushes to his head as clutched fingers turn 

purple. Every sense magnifies and feels alive. The smell of burnt rubber from the 



last turn tickles Gene’s nose. He sticks his head out the window and his tongue 

out his head to savor the smoky residue left in the air— exhilarating face-

whipping breathless air. Gene lets loose a roar that empties his lungs. It sharply 

fills the air then quickly falls behind, silent into nothingness. Ahead and all 

around, trees and foliage blur into green streaks, press against the windows. 

Small towns smudge by like impressionist paintings and taunt his periphery. 

Homes, schools, churches, businesses, the faces of young and old— all fly by in 

colors and mix like rainbows in a washed-out sky, then fade with each turn, each 

memory.  

 

Memories flood Gene the way old engines flood when they get too much gas. 

Since his wife died there are too many. Traces of her appear on everything he 

sees and touches, even the sunset wears her smile. On his pillow her scent still 

lingers, a year later, undiluted by tears. Mostly he remembers her eyes, how they 

always felt like home. 

 

Gene’s eyes grip the road, caress every twisting yellow line. He shifts to a gear 

this road hasn’t seen. Muscles grab onto bone, tires onto road. Everything blurs 

and runs together. Hard to tell where anything begins or ends. Road runs with 

machine runs with man runs to…  ahead, a tall crest in the road hides the 

horizon. Hard to know what’s on the other side? Lines fade as the outside turns 

in, the inside out.  

 

Gene lets go. He weeps and smiles and takes a long-overdue hearty breath, then 

floors the gas pedal one more time. Gene flies. Launches off that crest like a 

rocket shooting toward some unknown planet. Even imagines his name in the 

Record Book for the highest flight without wings and laughs at the idea. And 

can’t stop laughing, harder than he has in years, or was it weeks or months. No 

matter. Gene keeps laughing, high above the road, suspended in that moment 

between sky and earth, between death and birth, somewhere on a road between 

nowhere and everywhere, somewhere on a road close to home. 



 

They find the wreck, bag the body, then leave. Left behind, the tangled clutter is 

like something from a dream coaxed onto canvas by Salvador Dali— metal, 

rubber, plastic and glass melt over asphalt, twisting reality. Amid the scene, 

nearly dissolved and forgotten, a familiar glow marks the occasion. 

09:20…twenty minutes late. And right on time. 
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